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 Abstract: The formation of dense water masses at polar regions has been largely 
infl uenced by climate changes arising from global warming. In this context, based on 
ensemble simulations with a coupled model we evaluate the meridional shift of a 
climate signal (i.e., a cold and fresh water input pulse generated from melting of positive 
Antarctic sea ice (ASI) extremes) towards the Tropical Atlantic Ocean (TAO). This oceanic 
signal propagated from Southern Ocean towards the equator through the upper layers 
due to an increase in its buoyance. Its northward shift has given by the Subantarctic 
Mode Water (SAMW) and Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) fl ows, that inject cold and 
fresh mode/intermediate waters from into subtropical basin. The signal has reached 
low latitudes through the equatorial upwelling and spreads out southwards, through 
the upper branch of southern subtropical gyre. We concluded that 10 years of coupled 
simulations was enough time to propagate the climate signal generated by ASI positive 
extremes melting, which reached TOA around 2 year later. The oceanic connection 
between Southern Ocean and TAO is indeed established within the timescale analyzed 
in the study (10 years). Nonetheless, the period needed to completely dissipate the 
disturbance generated from ASI seems to be longer. 

Key words: Sea Ice Melting, Freshwater Input, Teleconnections, Oceanic Bridge, 
Oceanography.

INTRODUCTION
Considered as one of the early indicators of 
global warming through the months when sea 
ice typically reaches its minimum and maximum 
extent, the Antarctic sea ice (ASI) has a great 
infl uence on the heat balance in Earth, since it 
acts as a natural thermal insulator on the ocean 
surface (Eicken et al. 1995, Maksym et al. 2012, 
Parise 2014). Besides affecting the heat and 
mass exchanges between sea ice and ocean 
and sea ice and atmosphere, the ASI also acts 
directly on the formation of important water 
masses responsible for the global thermohaline 

circulation, such as the Antarctic Bottom Water 
(AABW) and the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) 
(Toggweiler & Samuels 1995, Nadeau et al. 2019). 
Therefore, due to intrinsic characteristics of the 
sea ice, the impacts of the current scenario of 
global warming have been amplifi ed in polar 
regions (Thomas & Dieckmann 2010, Stuecker et 
al. 2018, Casagrande et al. 2020). 

The low-frequency oscillations analysis 
brings a broad view of the propagation of 
planetary wave trains, so that local forces end 
up infl uencing remote regions of the globe via 
oceanic or atmospheric teleconnections. Thus, 
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the identification of teleconnection mechanisms 
is useful in the diagnostic studies and prognostics 
of climate anomalies (Stammerjohn et al. 2012), 
such as those associated with extreme ASI 
advance or retreat events (Massom et al. 2008, 
Massom & Stammerjohn 2010, Raphael et al. 2011, 
Parise et al. 2015). The study of teleconnections, 
in addition to provide information on the 
possible triggers and mechanisms, enables the 
understanding of causes and effects in climate 
studies (Wallace & Gutzler 1981, Liu et al. 2002, 
Purich & England 2019). Through teleconnection 
modes that arise from the natural internal 
variability of the coupled climate system, the 
sea surface temperature (SST) of the Tropical 
Atlantic Ocean (TAO) has its patterns changed 
by the passing of atmospheric planetary wave 
trains (Li et al. 2015), ending up directing 
the meridional positioning of the Atlantic 
Intertropical Convergence Zone, with severe 
impacts on the precipitation of the northern and 
southern regions of South America (Giannini et 
al. 2001, Wu et al. 2007, Chiang et al. 2008).

Since it is essential to identify the 
mechanisms that influence the internal 
variability of lower frequency oscillations 
between remote regions of the globe, analytical 
performance becomes necessary for a better 
understanding of this dynamical system. With 
this in mind, coupled climate models have 
become increasingly important in climate 
change studies, given their ability to simulate 
global and regional variability (Randall et al. 
2007, Flato et al. 2013). Parise et al. (2015) analyzed 
the sensitivity and memory of the Southern 
Hemisphere climate under ASI positive extremes 
through ensemble simulations performed with 
a climate model. According to these authors, the 
Southern Ocean has a climate memory of ~ 4 
years to the ASI extremes, in both concentration 
and thickness, imposed as the initial condition in 
the sensitivity experiments performed. After this 

time, the melting freshwater pulse has persisted 
for the following 4 years over the Southern 
Ocean surface under current climate conditions. 
Even after all the imposed ice been melted, a 
cold and fresh water persisted at surface of the 
Southern Ocean, continuing to influence the 
vertical heat fluxes. After the period of 8 years 
of model simulation, a reduction in ASI was 
observed compared to the control simulation, 
as a result of the heat release stored at the 
subsurface layers of the Southern Ocean. As 
soon as the extreme applied to the ASI has 
melted, the cold and fresh water resulting from 
it advanced northwards. As a consequence, the 
Southern Ocean started to transfer heat back 
to the atmosphere (Parise et al. 2015). These 
authors concluded that the restoring of the 
climate thermal balance is triggered by a two 
distinct timescale mechanism, which is initiated 
by the insulating effect of sea ice and the 
resulting pulse of cold and fresh water (rapid 
response) and restored by the heat stored in 
the subsurface layers of the Southern Ocean as 
the cold and fresh surface water is transported 
towards the lower-latitudes (slow response). A 
similar mechanism was found and discussed by 
Ferreira et al. (2015).

Based on the information provided by 
Parise et al. (2015), the hypotheses of this 
study were elaborated. Given the answers 
found by Parise, together with the mechanism 
that showed the impacts on the atmosphere 
and the Southern Ocean, one of the questions 
generated was whether this climate signal was 
transferred via the ocean to the TAO, how this 
transport would occur, in what magnitude and 
how long it would take for it to arrive. Thus, this 
study aims to complement the answers found 
by Parise et al. 2015. A decades-long satellite-
based study revealed that the gradual increase 
in the ASI extents has reversed in 2014, with 
subsequent rates of decrease from 2014 to 
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2017, far exceeding the more widely decay rates 
experienced in the Arctic (Parkinson 2019). 
In 2017, the rapid decreases reduced the ASI 
extents to their lowest values in the 40 years 
record of observations, presenting both a new 
yearly (2017) and monthly (February) record low. 
However, the fact that the ASI decreases during 
this short period does not assurance that the 
1979–2014 overall positive trend in Southern 
Ocean ice extents has reversed to a long-term 
negative trend (Parkinson 2019). The last two 
positive records of ASI extent have also occurred 
recently, in September 2013 (19.77 x 10⁶ km²) and 
October 2014 (20.11 x 10⁶ km²) (NOAA 2014). 

Under the scenario of global warming, it 
is of great interest to understand the impacts 
of ASI extremes in the TAO, since this oceanic 
region has large impacts on the climate of the 
north and northeast regions of Brazil (Pezzi 
& Cavalcanti 2001, Yoon & Zeng 2010, Utida 
et al. 2019) and houses important coral reef 
formations, such as the Amazonian and Manoel 
Luís Reefs (Moura 2016). Thus, we study the 
impacts and the lagged response of the TAO 
to the climate signal generated from southern 
high latitudes due to the increasing in area 
and volume of ASI. The northernmost latitude 
impacted and the mechanisms that act on the 
propagation via oceanic teleconnections of this 
climate disturbance from Antarctica to the TAO 
are also studied.

CLIMATE DATA AND NUMERICAL 
EXPERIMENTS
The ocean temperature and salinity data used 
in this study were obtained from two ensemble 
simulations performed with 30–members each, 
using the Coupled Climate Model version 2.1 
(CM2.1; Delworth et al. 2006) developed at the 
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL). 
The CM2.1 model can simulate the climate 

system from weather to climate change scales 
without using flux adjustment to maintain a 
stable climate (Parise et al. 2015). It is composed 
of four separate (atmosphere–land–ocean–sea 
ice) components that interact with each other 
through the Flexible Modeling System coupling 
system. The ocean component of CM2.1 model 
is the version 5.0.2 of the Modular Ocean Model 
(Griffies et al. 2000). The sea ice component 
is a multi-layer sea ice model that resolves 
rheological processes of ice such as internal 
stresses and its resulting deformations, making 
it more dynamic in its heat and salt exchanges at 
sea ice-atmosphere and sea ice-ocean interfaces 
(Parise et al. 2015).The ensemble experiments 
(hereafter named as layerctl and layermax) 
were configured to assess the sensitivity of the 
Southern Hemisphere’s climate to a historical 
maximum condition in ASI under the current 
climate conditions, for a period of 10 years 
(from July 2020 to June 2030, Table I). The initial 
conditions for the both ensemble experiments 
were derived from a control run of 10 years 
forward from a spin-up run, where the climate 
conditions for each July–August–September (JAS) 
were used. This procedure has saved the climate 
conditions as close as possible to the period 
of the seasonal ASI maximum (September) and 
also includes the interannual variability of the 
climate by saving the JAS period for the first year, 
second year, third year, and so on. These 30 (10 
years x 3 months; middle–late winter and early 
spring) climate conditions were used as initial 
conditions for the ensemble experiments, which 
were initialized in the month of July. Except for 
the ASI maximum fields, the ensemble initial 
conditions were the same for all experiments 
(Table I). The maximum concentration of ASI, in 
turn, was calculated from the Met Office Hadley 
Center data set (HadISST1, 1870–2008) (Rayner 
et al. 2003), while the maximum thickness was 
calculated from a monthly climatology provided 
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by the GFDL (1979–1996) (Taylor et al. 2000). Both 
conditions (area and volume) represented the 
maximum value of sea ice in the time series 
for each grid point, regardless of when it has 
occurred in time (Supplementary Material, 
Figure S1). More details about confi guration and 
performance of the sensitivity experiments used 
in the present study can be seen in Parise (2014) 
and Parise et al. (2015).

Firstly, the annual mean biases of the 
layerctl experiment were evaluated for the 
TAO domain through the comparison with the 
Simple Ocean Da ta Assimilation version 3.3.1 
(SODA; Carton et al. 2018) oceanic reanalysis 
database (2006–2015). To measure the seasonal 
differe nces between two time series, the metric 
of Root Mean Square  Error (RMSE) was used, as 
defi ned below according to Hyndman & Koehler 
(2006) and Chai & Draxler (2014):

where ŷi are the predicted values, yi are the 
observed values and n is the total number of 
observations.

Then, the impacts of ASI changes on TAO 
were evaluated for the whole simulated period 
(2020–2030) and also separately for three 
predetermined periods based on the criteria 
established in Parise et al. (2015): from July 
2020 to June 2024 when the ASI differences 
(layermax–layerctl) were still positive; from 
July 2024 to June 2028 when the ASI differences 
were close to zero; and from July 2028 to June 
2030 when the differences were negative, 
that is, the ASI coverage became larger in the 
control experiment (layerctl) compared to the 
experiment that has received the disturbance 
(layermax). 

Table I. Schematic table with basic information on the sensitivity experiments performed with the CM2.1 model 
and used in this study, as a complement to that presented by Parise et al. (2015).

layerctl layermax

Horizontal and vertical resolution 
of the oceanic component

1° in latitude and 1° in longitude, this latter getting progressively fi ner 
toward the equator (0.33° resolution), with 50 z-coordinate levels

Model spin-up
a short (1 year) uncoupled simulation, with only the ocean and sea ice 

models, followed by a long (30 years) fully coupled integration, from 1990 to 
2020

Initial conditions for ASI 
concentration (%) a control model integration of 10 

years forward from the spinup, where 
the restarts conditions for each July–
August–September (JAS) were used

Met Offi ce Hadley Center dataset, 
from 1870 to 2008 (Rayner et al. 

2003)

Initial conditions for ASI 
thickness (m)

GFDL monthly climatology from 1979 
to 1996 (Taylor et al. 2000)

Running-period (Parise, 2014) 10 years, from July 2020 to June 2030

Running-period analyzed in the 
presente study

the same of Parise (2014) and also following the predetermined periods by 
Parise et al. (2015) in relation to the ASI layermax-layerctl differences: the 

positive phase (July 2020–June 2024); the near–to–zero phase (July 2024–June 
2028) and the negative phase (July 2028–June 2030)
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The propagation time of the climate signal 
from high to low latitudes was here analyzed 
through Hovmöller diagrams (latitude vs time) 
for the ocean temperature and salinity. These 
were obtained by calculating their zonal and 
vertical means in order to show the meridional 
propagation (Antarctica–Tropics) of the 
disturbance over time. In order to know through 
of which layer in the TAO the largest meridional 
transport of heat and mass has occurred, an 
average vertical profile (latitude vs depth) was 
obtained over time for the predetermined 
periods studied here (i.e., July 2020–June 2024; 
July 2024–June 2028; and July 2028–June 2030).

RESULTS
Meridional shift of the climate sign generated 
from Antarctica
Our results are all based on the differences 
between the layermax–layerctl ensemble 
experiments means. The largest SST and SSS 
changes faced to ASI positive extremes have 
occurred during the middle–late spring to early-
middle summer (Oct–Nov–Dec–Jan) (Figure 
1).  In general, the ASI positive extremes have 
resulted in a cold (-0.8°C) and fresh (-0.2) 
water anomalous pulse from the Antarctica to 
the north (Figure 1a–b). The main SST and SSS 
changes in the Southern Ocean have propagated 
from the sea ice edge (60°S–70°S), where the 

Figure 1. Hovmöller diagrams for the zonal mean of (a) sea surface temperature (SST, in °C) and (b) sea surface 
salinity (SSS) differences (layermax–layerctl) in the Atlantic sector for the period simulated from July 2020 to June 
2030.
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intensified heat and salt fluxes contribute to 
sea ice melting (Parise 2014), towards the TAO 
(Figure 1a). Near the Antarctic continent, the SST 
biases were larger during the melting seasons 
(southern summer and autumn), once during 
the freezing seasons the ASI coverage is also 
large in control (climatological) simulation. As 
the cold bias propagates towards the equator, 
warmer biases are observed over the southern 
high latitudes (Figure 1a, since 2027). Although 
some changes in SST can be found in certain 
regions of the southern TAO, a large warm bias 
has occurred in this from 30°S to 20°N in the sixth 
year of simulation, indicating an intensification 
of both subtropical oceanic gyres, especially in 
the southern cell (Figure 1a, in 2026). In the last 
2 years, the southern TAO presented a cold bias, 
that became even larger in the end of simulation 
(-0.4°C). This indicates that, in terms of TAO 
response to ASI extremes, 10 years of coupled 
simulation was not time enough to completely 
dissipate the resultant climate signal. 

The impacts of ASI positive extremes on sea 
surface salinity (SSS), in turn, were persistent 
along the yearly cycle in the Southern Ocean, 
with the fresh water continually propagating from 
Antarctica towards the tropics, reaching 30°S at 
the end of the fourth year of simulation (Figure 
1b). Near the equator (5°S–5°N), SST changes 
have appeared firstly as a dipole structure, with 
a fresher (saltier) bias in southern (northern) 
sector, respectively (Figure 2, from 2020 to 2021). 
Then, the equatorial fresh biases start to move 
southwards, spreading the freshwater over 
the southern tropical latitudes (until 30°S). It 
seems that SSS biases found in southern high 
latitudes do not reach the low latitudes by the 
ocean surface of Southern Hemisphere, once 
they have appeared there before the freshwater 
pulse has reach the parallel of 30°S, as we will 
discuss forward. The response of SSS to ASI 
positive extremes has also shown the intense 

action of meridional teleconnections in TAO, 
which propagated especially from low to mid 
latitudes until the end of simulation (Figure 1b). 

The ocean temperature and salinity biases 
found through the zonal (from 90°S to 30°N) 
profiles (0 to 500 m) during the predetermined 
periods (i.e., July 2020–June 2024; July 2024–June 
2028; and July 2028–June 2030) are showed 
in Figures 2 and 3. During the first 4 years of 
simulation, the ASI positive extremes resulted 
in cold biases (-0.4°C) in the upper layers of 
Southern Ocean, from south pole to 30°S, and 
more intensely south of 50°S (Figure 2a, in blue). 
As the same time, warm biases (+0.4°C) are found 
occurring just below 50 m, in subsurface layers 
of southern high latitudes (Figure 2a, in red). 
The cold biases have moved towards the mid 
latitudes during the following 4 years of model 
integration, with the largest changes occurring 
around 50°S, over the Antarctic Convergence 
(Figure 2b). As the cold water is displaced 
towards the equator by the enhanced Ekman 
transport in mid latitudes (Parise 2014), the 
warmer subsurface water is allowed to exchange 
heat fluxes with the southern atmosphere 
again (Figure 2c). Still in the last 2 years of the 
experiments, the cold bias is found spreading 
over the mixed-layer of the whole TAO (Figure 
2c). Before the climate signal is spread over the 
surface, cold biases are found over the southern 
subtropics, indicating a weakening of the oceanic 
gyre. We also observed a cold bias around 30°N, 
from surface to 200 m depth, whose changes can 
be related to Mediterranean Intermediate Water 
flow (Giorgi & Lionello 2008). This is associated 
with a slight subsurface warming (+ 0.1°C) in the 
northern TAO, first in 20°N (Figure 2a) and last in 
10°N (Figure 2c).

Negative biases of ocean salinity (~ -0.2) 
from the surface down to approximately 80 
m depth were found over southern mid and 
high latitudes during the first 8 years of model 
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simulation (Figure 3a–b). In the first 4 years, the 
fresh bias extends until the latitude of 50°S 
(Figure 3a) and up to 40°S for the next 4 years 
(Figure 3b). Then, the fresh biases have spread 
out all over the whole Atlantic surface, except 
over the southern high latitudes where a saltier 
bias is found (-0.05). The fresher water peaks at 
50°S and also at 4°N, both from the surface to 
110 m depth (Figure 3c). 

In short, our study has shown that the 
melting-resulted cold and fresh water has been 

shifted from the Southern Ocean towards the 
low latitude through the Subantarctic Mode 
Water (SAMW) flow, in the upper ocean layers 
(0–50m). At the Antarctic Convergence (50°S), 
this climate signal eventually influences the 
Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) flow by 
buoyancy gain, once it has resulted from the 
melting of ASI extremes. The low salinity core 
of AAIW extends northwards from the Antarctic 
Polar Front zone at a depth of about 1000 m 
beneath the subtropical gyres (Sloyan & Rintoul 

Figure 2. Zonal 
mean vertical 
(0–500 m) profile of 
ocean temperature 
differences (layermax–
layerctl) extending 
from 90°S to 30°N 
during the periods: a) 
July 2020–June 2024; 
b) July 2024–June 2028 
and c) July 2028–June 
2030.
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2001). Here, the increased AAIW flow became 
shallower, eventually modifying the whole 
subtropical cell (Figure 2a–b).

Response of tropical atlantic ocean to positive 
extremes applied to Antarctic sea ice field
From this section onwards, we started to show 
the results from our study obtained through 
numerical modeling experiments of climate, 
when extremes ASI were imposed as initial 

conditions for each ensemble member. First, 
the performance of the GFDL/CM2.1 model in 
simulating the TAO surface fields was evaluated. 
The results from RMSE show that the SST (SSS) 
fields in the TAO are better simulated by CM2.1 
model during MJJ (NDJ and DJF quarters) quarters, 
respectively (Table II). For SST, the largest errors 
were found in the middle of year (AMJ), while for 
SSS they occurred in the beginning of the year 
(MAM) (Table II).

Figure 3. Zonal mean vertical 
(0–500 m) profile of ocean 
salinity differences (layermax–
layerctl) extending from 90°S to 
30°N during the periods: a) July 
2020–June 2024; b) July 2024–
June 2028 and c) July 2028–June 
2030.
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Through the layermax–layerctl differences 
for the ocean fields simulated by the GFDL/CM2.1 
model we found that temperature and salinity 
of the TAO are sensitive to the ASI extremes, 
as following details. The average profile (time 
x depth) for the ocean temperature differences 
calculated from the spatial average in the TAO 
domain (from 30°S to 30°N) clearly showed a 
cold bias (-0.15°C) from the surface down to 
150 m depth approximately (Figure 4a). This has 
become more intense at surface after 2 years 
of simulation (2022), being deepened in the 
following year (2023). This subsurface signal 
has persisted for the next 4 years (2024–2027), 
when it is weakened. That is associated with 
a warm bias (+ 0.15°C) near the surface from 
2026 to 2027. Afterwards, the climate signal 
propagated as an oscillatory pattern that 
alternated between cold and warm waters in 
the first layers of ocean (0–50 m). When the cold 
bias dominated the superficial layers of the TAO 
in 2027, it was associated with a warm bias (+ 
0.01°C) at subsurface layers in the following year 
(Figure 4). It is also noted that the disturbance 
applied to the ASI field was not fully dissipated 
after the 10th year of model simulation, which 
was evaluated in this study. 

The time x depth mean profile for the TAO 
salinity is shown in Figure 4. The result shows 
that TAO presented a small (-0.01) but persistent 
fresh bias at the surface of the experiment 
layermax compared to layerctl. The superficial 
(upper to 100 m) fresher biases were larger 

after 2 years of simulation (from 2022) and have 
persisted until the end of the experiment. This 
indicates that 10 years of simulation was not 
time enough to dissipate the climate signal 
generated by ASI positive extremes, which has 
propagated northwards as cold and fresh water, 
first at surface and then through sub-superficial 
layers (Figure 4b).

DISCUSSION
The cold and fresh water pulse found in 
the present study as a result of melting ASI 
extremes has moved towards the TAO through 
the SAMW flow (Sloyan & Rintoul 2001). This 
water mass is usually formed on the northern 
face of the Antarctic Polar Front and then 
transported to the South Atlantic and North 
Atlantic basins (Williams et al. 2006). As the 
subsurface Antarctic waters flow northwards, 
warm subtropical waters are taken southward to 
replace them. The subsurface cooling mitigates 
an intensification of the subtropical gyre which 
is linked to the transport from the AAIW and 
SAMW water masses that naturally inject cold 
and fresh water into the subtropical basins, 
where together with the South Atlantic Current 
feeds the gyre, strengthening it (Jacobs et al. 
2002, Curry et al. 2003).

In the period when the ASI was still higher 
in comparison to the control simulation (first 
4 years of simulations), the condition was 
associated to the freshwater input into the 

Table II. Seasonal RMSE between layerctl ensemble experiment (2020–2030) and SODA3.3.1 reanalysis (2006–2015) 
for sea surface temperature (SST, in °C) and sea surface salinity (SSS).

QUARTERS

DJF JFM FMA MAM AMJ MJJ JJA JAS ASO SON OND NDJ

SST 0.41 0.40 0.38 0.34 0.31 0.90 0.62 0.34 0.38 0.37 0.33 0.32

SSS 0.18 0.16 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.16 0.18
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Southern Ocean (Parise et al. 2015), that was 
transported northwards by intensified flows of 
Antarctic superficial waters. Such freshening of 
the upper Southern Ocean is responsible for a 
reduction in the AAIW salinity (Curry et al. 2003). 
Reduced salinity implies an enhanced freshwater 
input on the ocean surface, and normally is 
associated with increase of precipitation, sea 
ice melting, ice shelves melting, ice sheets and 
glaciers melting, and also changes in oceanic 
processes, such as reduced upwelling of Lower 
Circumpolar Deep Water (Cook et al. 2005, Carter 
et al. 2008). 

The freshwater exchange between sea 
ice and ocean has a substantial influence 
on deep ocean heat uptake in the Southern 
Ocean (Kirkman & Bitz 2011). According to these 
authors, the freshwater input mainly from sea 
ice reduces the convection process, which in 
turns reduces the entrainment of heat into 
the mixed-layer and reduces the upward heat 
transport along isopycnals. The reduced upward 

heat transport causes deep-ocean heating 
south of 60°S and below 500–m depth, with a 
corresponding surface cooling in large parts of 
the Southern Ocean. These results indicate that 
changing sea ice freshwater and salt fluxes are 
key component in the surface warming of the 
Southern Ocean and the weak reduction in ASI 
in model projections (Mackie et al. 2020).

The northward melting freshwater transport 
implies on changes in the ocean salinity of waters 
entering the lower and upper overturning cells. 
This process of northward freshwater transport 
by sea ice effectively removes freshwater from 
a region making up the lower overturning 
cell, in particular AABW, and adds freshwater 
to the upper circulation cell, especially AAIW 
(Haumann et al. 2016). Therefore, as the salinity 
dominates the density structure in polar 
oceans, the sea ice changes and the meridional 
transport of melting-resulted freshwater 
are the major contributors to recent salinity 
changes in the Southern Ocean. The mid-depth 
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salinity minimum layer characterizing the AAIW 
is one of the most prominent features of the 
Southern Hemisphere oceans. The low-salinity 
core extends northwards from the Antarctic 
Polar Front zone at a depth of about 1000 m 
beneath the subtropical gyres in each basin. In 
the Atlantic, the AAIW core can be traced across 
the equator and into the North Atlantic, where it 
supplies a large fraction of the northward flow 
required to balance the export of North Atlantic 
Deep Water (Schmitz & Richardson 1991). Using 
satellite observations supplemented by sea-ice 
reconstructions, the authors still estimated that 
the wind-driven northward freshwater transport 
by sea ice increased by 20±10 per cent between 
1982 and 2008 (+6± 3 mSv decade-1). This 
enhanced divergence of sea ice and freshwater 
may also result from a maximum of ASI, followed 
by its melting and freshwater pulse into the 
Southern Ocean, as shown in our study.

Early studies suggested that the circumpolar 
formation of AAIW is resulted from the sinking of 
Antarctic Surface Water below the Subantarctic 
Front (Deacon 1937). This circumpolar formation 
mechanism was essentially replaced by theories 
that suggest the formation of AAIW is explicitly 
linked to SAMW, instead of to Antarctic Surface 
Water (McCartney 1977) and that the renewal of 
AAIW occurs in specific regions of the Southern 
Ocean, such as the southwest Atlantic sectors 
(Georgi 1979, Molinelli 1981, Piola & Georgi 1982, 
Piola & Gordon 1989).

The SAMW and AAIW are important linkage 
ways from Antarctica to tropical regions since 
they act as main conduits for the supply of 
ocean proprieties. After being formed in the 
Southern Ocean these mode and intermediate 
waters are transported eastward with the 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current and northward 
into the adjacent subtropical gyres. In the 
Atlantic Ocean, SAMW and AAIW initially move 
northward with Malvinas Current adjacent to 

South American continent, but its penetration 
into the subtropical gyre along the western 
boundary is blocked by the southward flow 
of the Brazil Current (see forward in Figure 5). 
SAMW and AAIW are eventually transported into 
the subtropical gyre at the eastern boundary 
when part of the South Atlantic Current turns 
northward, feeding the Benguela Current 
(Stramma & Peterson 1990, Peterson & Stramma 
1991). The northward currents transport of 
SAMW and AAIW from South Atlantic oceans 
injects cold, fresh mode and intermediate 
waters into the subtropical ocean basin. SAMW 
and AAIW circulate in the wind-driven gyres on 
each subtropical basin. In the western Brazil, 
Agulhas, and East Australian currents, modified 
warm, salty mode and intermediate waters are 
returned to the Southern Ocean. The exchange 
of ‘new’ mode and intermediate water with 
‘older’ mode and intermediate water represents 
the mechanism by which Antarctic upper waters 
ventilate the subtropical gyres (Sloyan & Rintoul 
2001). 

Our results also show a reduction in the 
TAO salinity from the fourth year of simulation 
(2024), just when the ASI field returns to its 
climatological condition. After that period, 
even though ASI field has already returned to 
its climatological state, a climate memory to 
the initial conditions of sea ice has persisted 
for the next four years (until 2028) as an input 
pulse of cold and fresh water into the Southern 
Ocean (Parise et al. 2015). This was transported 
northwards by the SAMW flow, through the 
oceanic upper layers, in response to increased 
Ekman transport in mid latitudes (Parise 2014). 
The decrease in TAO temperature and salinity 
just below the mixed-layer (from 100 to 700 
m) suggests an intensification of the shallow 
Subtropical Cell (STC), which consists of a warm 
Ekman flux at the surface towards the pole. In 
compensation, the STC provides cold source 
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waters towards the equator, like an oceanic 
signal bridge (Kröger et al. 2005).

It is known that the rate of global ocean water 
masses formation and transport are limited not 
only by the efficiency of high latitude convective 
mixing, but also by the southern density gradient 
(pole-tropics) and the ability of the ocean to heat 
up the deep waters that emerge (Bryan 1987, 
Marotzke & Scott 1999). The larger stratification 
of the Southern Ocean has resulted from salinity 
changes related to melting of ASI extremes. 
Increased stratification in the surface layers has 
also reduced the ability of ocean to lose heat to 
the atmosphere, resulting in a warming in the 
subsurface layers of the Southern Ocean (Parise 
et al. 2015). As a consequence, the subduction 
processes of water masses under a stratified 

ocean are generally suppressed (Bitz et al. 2006, 
Aiken & England 2008). 

In addition to the sea ice cover, the colder 
surface of the ocean also affects the atmosphere 
by providing less heat fluxes transfer (Pezzi et al. 
2009, 2016 and 2021, Parise et al. 2015). At mid 
latitudes, the air temperature decreases and 
the westerly winds decrease from 45°S to 60°S 
and intensify from 30°S to 45°S in response to 
increased ASI (Raphael et al. 2011). According 
to Parise et al. (2015), the more intense the 
interactions between sea ice and the other 
components of the coupled climate system, 
the faster the maximum anomalies imposed 
on the ASI field melts, and consequently 
the larger the input of cold and fresh water 
into the Southern Ocean. This ocean-sea ice-
atmosphere interaction is greater at the sea ice 

Figure 5. Schematic of the 
main changes in Southern 
Ocean and of how the cold 
and fresh water pulse from 
Antarctic sea ice melting 
has transferred towards 
the Tropical Atlantic Ocean.
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edges and basal layers (Parise et al. 2015). Both 
the insulating effect of sea ice and the cold and 
fresh water input on the surface of Southern 
Ocean contribute to intensify the southern heat 
gradient, causing more heat to be transported 
southwards, especially at the latitudes over the 
ASI edge (Parise 2014).

The presence of sea ice at the poles strongly 
influences the surface temperature (Raphael et 
al. 2011). During the melting season (summer), 
where ocean surface temperatures are warmer, 
the heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere 
is more intense. As they are regions of larger 
contact with relatively warmer waters, they 
contribute to the sea ice melting and the release 
of this heat into the atmosphere. Temperature 
differences close to the continental edge can 
be reasonably explained as a direct thermal 
response to the sea ice distribution.  

Our results have also shown a fresh bias 
near 30°N, which can be related to changes in the 
Mediterranean Intermediate Water (MIW) flow. 
The mean cross section of the deep circulation 
in the Atlantic Ocean shows the presence of the 
MIW that flows through the Straits of Gibraltar 
into the Atlantic Ocean (Oppo & Fairbanks 
1987). This water is warm and salty from the 
warm temperatures and high evaporation 
characteristic of the Mediterranean Sea, so it 
is denser than the normal surface water and 
forms a layer about 1–1.5 km deep. Eventually 
this water will move north to the Greenland Sea, 
where it will be cooled and will sink, becoming 
the dense NADW (Giorgi & Lionello 2008). The 
surface waters of the eastern Mediterranean Sea 
have a salinity of about 38. As this water is more 
dense than the Atlantic Ocean surface water (35) 
so it sinks around 35°N. Carbon isotope records 
suggest that the influence of Mediterranean Sea 
extended until the Caribbean Sea during the 
last glaciation, being the most volumetrically 

important water mass in the intermediate-depth 
Atlantic (Oppo & Fairbanks 1987).

CONCLUSIONS
Our study showed that a maximum condition of 
ASI concentration and thickness has the potential 
to largely influence on the Southern Ocean 
stratification, by exporting resulted-melting cold 
and fresh water towards the equator. By isolating 
effect, the enhanced buoyance of freshwater 
also contributes to suppress the vertical heat 
fluxes, making the Southern Ocean to warm up 
just below the surface (from 50 to 400 m depth). 
As cold and fresh surface water is displaced 
by Ekman transport from Southern Ocean to 
low latitudes, the heat stored in subsurface 
layers is released to southern atmosphere. 
The major changes caused by increased ASI in 
Southern Ocean and how this climate signal 
has propagated toward the TAO discussed here 
are highlighted in a schematic (Figure 5), where 
the numbers are used to show the sequential 
changes. The pathways by which the climate 
signal was transferred via the ocean to the TAO, 
how this freshwater transport has occurred, 
in what magnitude and how long it has taken 
to arrive in the region are suggested to be as 
follows: 1) The imposed ASI maxima generated 
an input of cold and fresh water to the surface 
of Southern Ocean; 2) The freshwater ejection 
from sea ice melting has increased the Southern 
Ocean buoyance, reducing the vertical heat fluxes 
and generating a warming in subsurface layers; 
3) As cold and fresh surface water is displaced 
towards the equator, by Ekman transport (Parise 
2014), the heat stored in subsurface layers is then 
released to southern atmosphere; 4) and 5) the 
northward shift of the colder and fresher water 
was given by the flows of SAMW and AAIW, when 
it sinks at the Antarctic Convergence (~50°S) by 
the process of subduction. SAMW and AAIW are 
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eventually transported into the subtropical gyre 
through the eastern boundary, when part of the 
South Atlantic Current turns northward, feeding 
the Benguela Current (Figure 5a). The northward 
transport of SAMW and AAIW from South Atlantic 
injects these cold and fresh mode/intermediate 
waters into the subtropical basin; 6) the climate 
signal reaches the low latitudes through the 
equatorial upwelling, eventually warming up 
on the surface; 7) in response to the divergent 
flow at surface, the climate signal spreads 
out southwards, through the upper branch of 
subtropical gyre. Our results have showed that 
TAO was sensitive to the positive extremes of ASI, 
with significantly changes in ocean temperature 
(-0.8°C on the surface and +0.2°C between 50–
400 m depth) and salinity (-0.2).

Still, we have concluded that 10 years 
of coupled simulations was enough time to 
propagate the climate signal generated by ASI 
positive extremes melting, which has reached 
the TOA around 2 year later. That is, the oceanic 
connection between Southern Ocean and TAO 
is indeed established within the timescale 
analyzed in the study (i.e., 10 years). Nonetheless, 
the period needed to completely dissipate the 
disturbance generated from ASI seems to be 
longer, being depends on the thermodynamic 
and dynamic processes of sea ice, the climate 
mechanisms and feedbacks evolved, and the 
ocean memory to ASI extremes (Parise 2014, 
Parise et al. 2015). 
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